
  

 

Abstract— Activity recognition (AR) is a promising field of 

research aiming to develop solutions in domains such as 

healthcare, context-aware computing, ambient assisted living, 

among others. This research presents the initial results from a 

new AR algorithm that considers the large amounts of data 

required to recognize activities as well as the incompleteness and 

inconsistency related to that data. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the simplest forms of Smart Environments are 
those consisting solely of binary sensors, which are activated 
when an action relating to a certain object occurs. In such 
environments, sequences of one or more sensor activations 
provide an insight into the various activities being performed. 
When these sensor activations and their associated class label 
(activity) are collected within a dataset, a data-driven machine 
learning (ML) algorithm can be utilized to identify new 
occurrences of such activities [1]. New occurrences, however, 
may lie outside of the generalization abilities of the ML model 
due to timescale, sensor failure or different order of sensor 
activations. In this regard, this research presents the Dynamic 
Instance Activation (DIA) approach: a generalized version of 
the Dynamic Rule Activation (DRA) [2]. DIA optimizes the 
set of similar activities compared to the sequence of activated 
sensors to maximize the AR accuracy. 

II. ONGOING RESEARCH 

In recognition that data-driven AR solutions require large 
datasets [1], DIA was developed in the Scala programming 
language using Spark (and Spark SQL) [3], a popular Big 
Data cluster computing engine that allows the development of 
software specialized in large-scale data processing. Initially, 
DIA is based on reducing the data and algorithmic complexity 
of the previously developed DRA-H approach [2]. In this 
regard, DIA does not require an Extended Belief Rule-Base 
system, and the Hamming-based distance function described 
in [2] (Eq. (3)) was generalized, using the traditional 
Hamming distance, hence avoiding the ad-hoc weights used to 
maximize performance used in DRA-H. The activation weight 
equation of [3] was generalized as follows: 
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where wk is the activation weight of the k
th

 sample of the 
dataset, N is the number of sensors used to describe an 

activity, i is the input recorded for the i
th

 sensor and Aik is the 
actual value of the i

th
 sensor in the k

th
 sample. dH returns the 

value 1 if i and Aik have the same value and returns the value 
0 otherwise. DIA then uses the wk of each sample in the same 

process as DRA-H to optimize an  value to select a suitable 
set of samples from the dataset to recognize an activity from 
the input sensor data.  

III. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

The initial tests performed with DIA are promising. 

Compared to its predecessor, DRA-H, and other state-of-the- 

art methods, DIA performed better than any other in terms of 

accuracy. The tests were performed using a popular activity 

recognition dataset, presented in [4]. The dataset contains 245 

observations of 7 different ADLs, generated using 14 binary 

sensors placed across a home setting. 
Table 1 summarizes the first results obtained for DIA after 

running the same cross-validation (CV) tests for the 2 
optimizations included in [5] (Tables 2 and 3): 

TABLE I.  ACTIVITY RECOGNITION DATASET RESULTS 

 
AR Method 

Tests run 
Mean 

CV10 CV4 CV2 

O
p

t.
 1

 

SVM 96.73 97.14 95.10 96.32 

NB 96.33 95.92 94.69 95.65 

NN(k=10) 94.69 91.84 91.84 92.79 

R+DRA-H 93.47 95.51 92.24 93.74 

DIA 96.73 97.14 95.51 96.46 

O
p

t.
 2

 

SVM 95.10 94.29 93.47 95.78 

NB 95.51 95.92 95.92 94.97 

NN(k=10) 93.88 93.88 90.20 94.29 

R+DRA-H 98.37 95.92 94.69 96.33 

DIA 95.92 96.73 96.33 96.33 
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